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The notion of compact filter is introduced and compared to related notions of 
compact nets and compact relations. A characterization of compact nets is given in 
regular spaces. Several applications in optimization theory and nonlinear analysis 
are presented. 
Compactness properties play a key role in many problems of analysis, in 
particular for existence results. In this paper we introduce compactness 
conditions which appear in many concrete instances under various guises. 
These conditions are formulated in terms of nets, filters, or multifunctions 
and are milder than a compactness condition on the whole space. For 
multifunctions, this condition is a kind of properness condition on the inverse 
multifunctions. For nets it implies the convergence of some subnets. 
A series of typical applications is given in Section 3. They deal with 
existence results, sufficient conditions, perturbation of optimization 
problems, and nonlinear analysis (in particular generalized subdifferential 
calculus which prompted the present study). 
During a visit S. Dolecki showed to the author his note [9] in which a 
definition equivalent to Definition 2 of the present paper is given (in a 
different form) and related results are presented. In particular, a charac- 
terization of compact filters in complete uniform spaces is given, but not the 
characterization in regular spaces of Theorem 15 below. Moreover, the 
applications given in [9] deal with the notion of active boundary, a topic 
entirely disjoint from the applications we have in view here. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS 
We adopt the following notations and terminology: A net on a set X is a 
mapping N from a directed set I to X, we also write N = (xi)iar if xi = N(i). 
A subnet of N is a net P: J-+ X such that for each i E I there exists j E J 
such that P(J,) c N(ZJ for Ii = {i’ E I ] i’ > i}, Jj = {j’ E J ] j’ > j}. This 
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definition which is introduced and justified in [l] is less restrictive than the 
notion of strict subnet (or M-subnet) which is more commonly used 
([ 13, 3 11, for instance); P: .Z-, X is a strict subnet of N if there exists a 
mapping S: .Z + Z such that P = N o S and for each i E Z there exists j E J 
with S(Jj) c Ii. 
Obviously, two nets are equivalent (i.e., are subnets of each other) iff the 
filter bases they generate are equivalent (i.e., generate the same filter). The 
filter base 5~?~ generated by a net N: Z-+X is 9N = {N(Zi) ] i E I}. 
Conversely, any filter base 9 generates a net N,: Z,-+X, where 
I, = ((x, B) 1 B E 9, x E B), and N, is the restriction of the first projection, 
I, being preordered by (x, B) > (y, C) iff B c C. It is easily seen that the 
filter base generated by N,, is precisely 28 so that two equivalent filter bases 
generate two equivalent nets. On the other hand, the net N’ generated by the 
filter base 9N associated with a given net N is equivalent to N. 
A filter base 9 is said to be finer than a filter base J if for each A E .,M’ 
there exists B E 9 with B c A; if 9 is a filter, this means that 9 3 d. We 
also call 9 a subfilter (base) of &‘. The correspondences between nets and 
filters bases on X described above preserve the orders: the net N, associated 
with a subtilter base 9 of a filter base &’ is a subnet of N,; conversely, by 
the very definition of a subnet, the filter base .J& associated with a subnet P 
of a net N is finer than 9,. 
In the sequel X is a topological space whose topology r is given by a 
family P of open sets. The closure of a subset A of X is denoted by A. 
DEFINITION 1. A net N = (xi)icr on X is said to be compact if each 
subnet P = (xj)jeJ of N has a cluster point. 
This definition can be rephrased in two ways: 
(a) A net N on X is compact if each subnet P of N has a subnet Q 
which converges. 
(b) A net N on X is compact if each ultranet (universal net [ 11) which 
is a subnet of N converges. 
Remark. The preceding definition is not altered if one replaces subnets 
by strict subnets. In fact, if P: J-t X is a subnet of N: Z + X, there exists a 
strict subnet Q: K + X of P which is also a strict subnet of N. One can take 
K= {(i,j)EZXJjN(i)=P(j)} 
which is easily seen to be a cofinal subset of Z X J for the product order and 
Q = N o S, = P o S, where S, (resp. S,) is the restriction to K of the first 
(resp. the second) projection. 
The preceding definition can be translated in terms of filters. 
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DEFINITION 2. A filter jt on X is said to be compact if each filter .F 
which is finer than jT has a cluster point. 
In other words, F is compact iff for each filter F I>,F there exists a 
converging filter R with ZIJ .Y. Still equivalently, ST is compact iff each 
ultrafilter P finer than .F converges. A filter base is said to be compact if 
the filter it generates is compact. 
It will be useful to consider a third face of the preceding concepts. 
DEFINITION 3. A relation F c T x X, whose domain T is a subset of a 
topological space T’ is said to be compact at a point w of T’ in the closure T 
of T if for each net (ti, x~)~., of F with lim ti = W, there exists a converging 
subnet of (x~)~,, in X. 
The relation F can be considered as a multivalued mapping assigning to 
t E T the subset F(t) = {x E X 1 (t, x) E F}. The multifunction F is also said 
to be subcontinuous at CO [26] (however, in this reference the domain of F is 
supposed to be the whole space T’ instead of a possibly proper subset T). 
The following comparison between Definitions 1 and 2 is an immediate 
consequence of the above remarks on the correspondences between subnets 
and subfilters. 
PROPOSITION 4. (a) A net N on X is compact iff theJilter base 9, it 
generates is compact. 
(b) A Jlter base 9 in X is compact if the net N, it generates is 
compact. 
The relationship with Definition 3 will be made simpler by introducing the 
following notion: A net N on X is said to be subordinated to a filter base 9 
in X if the filter base .5YN generated by N is finer than 9. A filter base 9 in 
X is said to refine a net N on X if 59 is finer than the filter base 9N 
generated by N. Using the fact that a subnet of a compact net is compact 
and the fact that a subfilter base of a compact filter base is compact, we 
obtain the following result giving another useful link beween Definitions 1 
and 2: 
PROPOSITION 5. (a) A net N on X is compact iff every filter base 9 
refining N is compact. 
(b) A filter base 9 in X is compact iff every net N subordinated to 9 
is compact. 
Let F c TX X be a relation as in Definition 3. Let us denote by Y the 
filter base in T of traces on T of neighborhoods of CO: 7 = 
( V = V’ n T 1 V E 7’ “), where 7 .* is the filter of neighborhoods of o in T’. 
Then we have the following equivalence between Definitions 2 and 3: 
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PROPOSITION 6. The relation F between T and X is compact at CO iff the 
filter base F(y) = {F(V) ) V E ?‘-} is compact. 
Proof. Suppose F(Y) is a compact filter base. Then, for every net 
(ti, xJiEl in F with (ti)i,, converging to w  in T, the net (xJisr is subordinated 
to F(p’), hence has a converging subnet by Proposition 5(b) and F is 
compact at w. 
Conversely, suppose F is compact at o. Let .?’ be a filter base finer than 
F(r ‘). Let I= .V X 7‘ ordered by the product order: i= (G, V) > 
i’ = (G’, V’) iff G c G’ and Vc I/‘. For each i = (G, V) in Z we have 
G n F(V) # 0, so that there exist ti E V and xi E G n F(ti). Obviously, 
tti)id converges to w  in T so that (xi)isr has a cluster point x in X, which is 
also a cluster point of Y as (x~)~~, is subordinated to Y. Hence F(y) is 
compact. 1 
A direct comparison between Definitions 1 and 3 can be made. If N: Z --) X 
is a net in X, we can introduce the space I’ = Z U {o} obtained by adding a 
point o to Z and topologized in the following way: a basis of neighborhoods 
of i E Z is {i) while a basis a neighborhoods of o is {Zi U {w} 1 i E I}. 
PROPOSITION 7. The net N: I+ X is compact if and only ifit is compact 
at o as a mapping between Z and X. 
Proof. If N is a compact net, for every net (tj, x~)~,~ in its graph with 
lim tj = w, (x~)~,, is a net in X which is subordinated to the filter base N(Y), 
where 7. is the filter base of sections of I: Y = (Zi 1 i E I}, hence (xj) has a 
limit point by Proposition 6. 
Conversely, if the relation N is compact, any strict subnet of N has a limit 
point in view of Definition 3. Then the remark following Definition 1 ensures 
that N is a compact net. I 
2. PROPERTIES OF COMPACT NETS, FILTERS, AND RELATIONS 
The purpose of this section is not to give a complete picture of the 
properties of compacts nets, filters, and relations; only a sample will be 
pointed out. Moreover, we leave to the reader the necessary translations in 
terms of the three definitions we gave in Section 1. 
PROPOSITION 8. ZfJ X + Y is a continuous mapping between topological 
spaces, and if N: Z + X is a compact net, then f 0 N is a compact net in Y. 
The proof is obvious as each strict subnet off o N has a cluster point. 
PROPOSITION 9. ZfX= nOEA X, is a product of topological spaces, a net 
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N: I -+ X is compact if and only ifall its components N, = p, o N: I --t X, are 
compact. 
Proof The condition is necessary by the preceding proposition. It is also 
sufficient; if P is an ultranet and a subnet of N, all its components P, are 
ultranets by the characterization of ultranets as universal nets [ 1, 
Proposition 3.31; as P, is a subnet of N,, P, converges and P itself 
converges. I 
The following result is trivial but we cannot resist the temptation to state 
it: 
PROPOSITION 10. A topological space is compact if and only if all its 
nets are compact. 
The following observation is a simple rephrasing of Definition 3; it is 
mentioned in view of applications. Recall that a relation G: X--C- Y between 
two topological spaces is said to be proper at a point b in the closure y of Y 
in a space Y’ in which Y is embedded if the following holds true: each net 
(x~)~~, of X for which exists a net ( Y~)~~, of Y with limit b and (xi, yi) E G 
for each i E I has a cluster point 131. 
PROPOSITION 11. A relation F between a topological space T c T’ = 
TV (w) and X is compact at o if and only if F-‘: X-0 T is proper at w. 
The following easy result characterizes compact filters in Euclidean 
spaces: 
PROPOSITION 12. Let X be a metric space in which the closed balls are 
compact (for instance a Euclidean space Wd). Then a filter base 28 in X is 
compact IY and only if it contains a relatively compact set. 
Proof. The condition is obviously sufficient. It is also necessary: if for 
some a E X and all r > 0, B E 9, the ball B(a, r) with center a and radius r 
does not contain B, then the set Q = {B\B(a, r) / B E 9, r > 0) is a subfilter 
base of 9, hence has a cluster point. This cluster point cannot belong to any 
ball centered at a, a contradiction. 1 
For characterizing compact filters we introduce the following definition: A 
filter base 9 in a topological space (X, 8) subconverges to a subset A of X 
if .B is finer than the filter base e(A) = {0 E 8’ ) 0 3 A} of open 
neighborhoods of A. 
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PROPOSITION 13. (a) Zf a filter base 59 on X subconverges to a closed 
subset A, then A contains the cluster set C of 9 whenever X is regular (T3) 
or X is Hausdorfs (T,) and A is compact. 
(b) A compactfllter base 9 on X subconverges to its cluster set C. 
(c) If a filter base 9’ of X subconverges to a compact subset A of X 
then 9 is compact. 
Proof. (a) Suppose 9 subconverges to a closed subset A of X and A 
does not contain C. Let c E C\A. Under each one of the assumptions on X 
and A there exist disjoint neighborhoods U and V of A and c, respectively. 
Then there exists B E 27 with B c U, so that B n V= 0 and c cannot be a 
cluster point of 9, a contradiction. 
(b) Let U be any open set containing the nonempty set C and let 
F = X\U. If no element of 59 is contained in U, Y = (B n F 1 B E 9} is a 
subfilter base of 9, hence has a cluster point c in the closed subset F. As c is 
also an element of C, we get a contradiction. 
(c) Let 22 be an ultrafilter finer than 9. Suppose that for each a E A, 
52 does not converge to a; there exists an open set 0, containing a with 
0, Q fx Let V&LB be a finite subcovering of A of (O,),,, , and let 
0 = Ubcll 0,. As 2? is an ultrafilter, we have X\O E 2V. This is in 
contradiction to the fact that P ZJ B(A). Hence P converges to some 
aEA. 1 
Now we turn to criteria ensuring the compactness of the cluster set. In 
analogy with the case of the neighborhood filters of a regular space, we shall 
call regular a filter base 9 such that each member of 9 contains a closed 
member of the filter generated by 9. 
PROPOSITION 14. The cluster set C of a regular compact filter base 9 is 
quasicompact (hence compact if X is Hausdorfl). If X is regular (T3), the 
cluster set C of a compact filter 9 is always compact. 
Proof (a) As 9 is regular, we have C = n (B 1 B E 28) since for any 
x E C and any B E 9 there exists B’ E 9, F closed with B’ c F c B so that 
x E &c F c B. Let .d be an ultrafilter in C. Then 
d’= {AcX\AnCEd] 
is an ultrafilter in X. For any A E ,cP’ and any B E 9 we have A n B # 0 as 
A n C # 0 and B 3 C. Thus -4X is finer than .9 and converges. Clearly, G%’ 
converges to the same limit in C. 
(b) Suppose X is regular. Let & be a filter in C. Let 
p(,~)={OEC”I3AEIPP,AcO}, 
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where fr is the family of open subsets of X. For each B E 9 and each 
0 E P(.d) we have B n 0 # 0, hence 
‘i= (BnO~BB,9, OE(O(aP)} 
is a filter base. As SY is finer than 9, SY has a cluster point x which lies in C. 
As q is finer than the filter base P(..&), x is also a cluster of e(d). But, as 
X is regular, for each A E .d we have 
hence xEn (C?~OE~(.OP)}=(J (AJAE.r9} and J/ has a cluster 
point. 1 
Putting together Propositions 13 and 14, we obtain the following charac- 
terization: 
THEOREM 15. In a regular space X, a filter is compact if and only ifit 
subconverges to a compact subset of X. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
A. Well-Conditioned Minimization Problems 
Definition 16 labels a class of minimization problems which is larger than 
the class of well-posed problems ([5, 10, 28, 33)) but still enjoys nice 
properties. 
DEFINITION 16. The problem (P) of minimizing f: X -+ I?’ = iR U (+ co } 
is well-conditioned if each minimizing net has a cluster point which is a 
solution to (P). 
Recall that a net (xJit, is minimizing if (f(~~))~~, converges to 
m = inff(X). The minimizing filter of (P) is the filter .J, a basis of which 
consists of the sets Xkr) =f-‘((-co, r]) with r > m. 
PROPOSITION 17. The problem (P) is well-conditioned iff its minimizing 
filter ,&$ is compact and its cluster set is contained in the set S of solutions to 
(P). This is the case if& is compact and regular. 
Proof: The condition is obviously sufficient as the section filter of a 
minimizing net is finer than Mf. Let us show that it is necessary. Let Y be a 
filter on X finer than ,,$. For each r > m we can find F E ,F with F c X,(r). 
Let x, E F be arbitrary. The net (x,.) is minimizing hence has a cluster point 
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x in S; x is also a cluster point of ,ir. Taking for x the filter generated by 
X,(I) n V, where r > m and V is in the neighbourhood filter of a cluster 
point of .J, we get that any such cluster point is in S. 
When .+ is regular, any cluster point of ,J is contained in n,,,,, X,(r) = 
Xr(m), hence is a solution. I 
As a consequence, we see that (P) is well-conditioned if f is finally inf- 
compact in the following sense: there exist s > m such that X,(r) is compact 
for any r < s. This is the case if f is inf-compact (i.e., Xkr) is compact for 
each r E R and nonempty for at least one r E R), a well-known criterion. 
B. Sufficient Optimality Conditions 
Contrary to the case of unconstrained minimization, there exists a 
sufficient first order optimality condition for constrained optimization. Its 
statement involves the concept of tangent cone to a subset A of a normed 
vector space X we now recall. The tangent cone to A at a is the set of vectors 
u E X such that there exist a sequence (t,) in (0, +a) and la sequence (u,) 
in X with limits 0 and u respectively and a + t,u, E A for each n E N. We 
define A to be tangentially compact (or directionally compact) at a if the 
mapping x H (x - a)/l/x - a11 with domain A\(a) is compact at a 1181. 
This is the case if A is contained in a finite-dimensional convex subset or 
submanifold of X, but this is satisfied in other situations too. 
PROPOSITION 18. Let A CX be tangentially compact at a E A, let 
f: X+ R be (Hadamard-) dSfferentiable at a. Iff ‘(a) v > 0 for each v E T,A, 
v # 0, then f 1 A assumes a local strict minimum at a. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a sequence (a,) with limit a such that 
f (a,,) <f(a) for each n E N. By assumption on A, we can find a subsequence 
of (a,), we relabel as (a,), such that (u,) = ((a,, - a)/tla, - aI\) converges to 
a unit vector U. Of course v E T,A. But, with rn = /a,, - a(I, 
f’(a)u=limr;‘[f(a+r,v,)-f(a)] 
= lim r;‘[f (a,) -f(a)] < 0, 
a contradiction to our assumption; hence f(x) > f (a) for all x # a in a 
neighborhood of a in A. 1 
Similarly, a second-order sufficient condition can be given, assuming A is 
tangentially compact at a and f’(a) u > 0 for each v E T,A, with 
f “(a)w > 0 if o E T,A, u # 0, f’(a) u = 0. 
C. Stability of Perturbed Optimization Problems 
Let us consider the following perturbed optimization problem: 
minimize f (w, x) over x E A(w) P(w)> 
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in which w is a parameter lying in some topological space W, A is a relation 
between W and another space X, f: W x X+ IR is an 1.s.c. function at each 
point of ( wO} x A (wJ, where w, is some given point of W. We assume the 
value m(w) of the problem (P(w)) is finite in some neighborhood of wO. For 
r E 10, +co) and u’ E W we denote by 
the set of r-approximated solutions of P(w). We define the perturbation 
(P(.)) to be well conditioned at w. if the relation S is compact at (0, w,). We 
extract from [ 19 ] the following result among several related ones: 
PROPOSITION 19. If the perturbation (P(. )) is well conditioned at w, and 
if the relation A is closed at w,,, then m is 1.s.c. at wO. 
D. Global Analysis 
The famous Palais-Smale condition (C) for a Cl-function on a 
Riemannian manifold M [ 151 can be phrased with the help of the preceding 
concepts. In fact the condition: 
each sequence (x,) of M on which f is bounded and such that 
(jjVf(x,,)ll) converges to 0 has a convergent subsequence ((3 
is equivalent to 
the relation (fi 11 Vf I])- ‘: iR x iR -+A4 is compact at each 
(r, 0) E R X li’i. CC’) 
E. Nonlinear Analysis 
We give a unique sample in the field of nonlinear analysis of the use of 
compactness arguments in a form related to our definitions. 
PROPOSITION 20 [ 141. Let T: X+X be a nonexpansive mapping from a 
Banach space X into itself: If (Z - T))’ is compact at 0, then the set F of 
fixed points of T is either empty or is a compact R, ; in particular, F is 
connected. 
Let us recall that a compact subset A of X is an R, if A is the limit (in 
terms of the Hausdorff distance) of a sequence (A,) of absolute retracts with 
A, 3 A for each n. Related results have been given by Szufla [27]. 
F. Asymptotically Compact Sets 
Definition 21 has been introduced by Dedieu [6] (see also [17]) in the 
more general framework of topological vector spaces. We rephrase it with 
the help of Definition 3. 
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DEFrNITlON 2 1. A subset A of a normed vector space (X, 11 11) is 
asymptotically compact if (a) its bounded subsets are relatively compact and 
if (b) the mapping x + x/llxll f rom A to X is compact at infinity. 
Here we adjoint to X a point at infinity o, making X’ = XU {w } a 
topological space by taking as a basis of neighborhoods of w the family of 
subsets of X’ whose complements are bounded in X. This definition amounts 
to saying that any bounded sequence of A has a cluster point and for any 
unbounded sequence (a,) of A\{O}, the sequence (a,/lla,ll) has a (nonnull) 
cluster point. Then one gets the following extension of a result due to 
Dieudonnt 17 I in the convex case; in this statement, the asymptotic cone 
T,C of a subset C of X is the set of limits of sequences (tt’c,,) with 
lim t, = tco, c, E C: 
PROPOSITION 22 ([6, 7, 11, 17 1). If A and B are closed subsets of a 
normed vector space X, if T,A n T, B = (O), and if A is asymptotically 
compact, then A - B is closed. 
One can also give several criteria similar to the following one for giving a 
positive answer to the question (which appears quite frequently): is the image 
of a closed subset under a mapping (or relation) closed? 
PROPOSITION 23 ((6, 171). Let F: X-D Y be a closed relation between 
two normed vector spaces (i.e., F is closed in XX Y). Let A be a closed 
asymptoticaly compact subset of X such that 
(T,A x (0)) n T,F = 10, 0)). 
Then F(A) is closed in Y. 
G. Inferior and Superior Limits 
Definition 24 is a more convenient substitute for a limit inferior than the 
definition given in [ 161 which relies exclusively on the order and not on the 
topology (in usual cases, however, the order and the topology are tied 
together, so that the definition of [ 161 retains some interest). The definition 
we introduce here amounts to defining the set of minorants of the limit 
inferior. This definition is extended to the case of a filter base in 
x= X U (---co, +oo } in the thesis of H. Bouslous (in preparation under the 
guidance of the present author). For simplicity we restrict ourself here to X. 
DEFINITION 24. Given a filter basis 9 in an ordered topological space 
(X, <, 1”) we define the inferior limit set L(.9) as the set of x E X such that 
for any neighborhood U of x in (X, p) there exists B E 9 such that 
BcU+=(xEX\3uEU,x>u}. 
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The superior limit set E(3) can be defined analogously by reversing the 
order relation. 
Let N,: Z9-+ X be the net associated with 9 and let Z’,be the topological 
space obtained by adding a point w to Z,as in Proposition 7. Then it is easy 
to see that L(3) is precisely the set of values one can take for extending N, 
at o in such a way that the extended mapping N’,: I*,-+ X is lower semicon- 
tinuous at w in the sense of [2,20,2 I]. 
Obviously, if x E&(3), then x’ E A(9) for each x’ E X with x’ < x. If X 
is a topological lattice, then h(9) is closed under the finite supremum 
operation. If X is order complete we can set 
with the convention sup 0 = -co, sup A = sco if A is not majorized. 
If N = (Xi)i~, is a net in X, we write _L(xi) for _L(sN), where 9, is the 
filter base generated by N. Similarly, if T is a subset of a topological space 
T’, if w E T, if 7” is the trace on T of the filter of neighborhoods of o in T’, 
and iff: T+ X is a mapping, we write _L,+,(f(t)) instead of _L(f(? ‘)). 
LEMMA 25. Suppose X is a topological lattice. Then for each net (Xi)i~, 
one has y E _L(x,) IY and only if there exists a net ( yi)iE, with limit y and 
yi < xi for each i E I. 
Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient. If X is a topological lattice, let 
yi = inf(x,, y). For any neighborhood U of y there exists a neighborhood V of 
y with inf(v, y) E U for each u E V. As we also have inf(z, y) E U for each 
z E V, = (z 13~ E V, z > u}, we see that (vi) converges toy. 1 
The following property shows that usual manipulations with limits inferior 
can be carried through to more general situations: 
PROPOSITION 26. Suppose X is an ordered topological group (which 
means that the order as well as the topology are compatible with the 
addition). Let (x~)~~, and (Y~)~,, be two nets with the same index set and let 
zi=xi+yi. Then 
&Cxi) +_L(Yi) c_L(zi)* 
Proof Let x E &(xi), y E _L(x,), z = x + y. For any neighborhood W of z 
we can find neighborhoods U and V of x and y, respectively, with 
U+VcW.Moreover,ifu’~uandu’~v,wehaveu’+v’~u+v,sothat 
U, + V, c W,. It follows that for i large enough we have 
zi=xi+yiEU++V+cW+,hencezE_L(zi) I 
For the sake of simplicity, we assume in the sequel that X is an ordered 
topological vector space (o.t.v.s.), with a closed convex positive cone X, . 
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Then L(9) is easily seen to be closed. If X is metrizable and if 9 is the 
filter base image of some filter JZZ’ on a set T by a function J T -+ X (as we 
have seen, there is no loss of generality in assuming this), then _L(.59) is the 
set of x E X such that 
li2 d(f(t), x +X+) = 0 
with d(z, A) = inf(d(z, a) ] a E A } for z E X, A c X. 
We shall call X a Dini space if each increasing net with a supremum 
converges to its supremum; it is a Daniel1 space if it is a Dini space and 
order-complete (each increasing bounded above net has a supremum). 
PROPOSITION 21. Suppose X is a topological vector lattice and a Dini 
space. Then for anyplter F in X such that _l(.F) = sup&(R) exists one has 
L(Y) =-z(T) -x+. 
Hence if X is a Daniel1 space, this relation holds for any filter ST such 
that &(,F) is bounded above. 
ProoJ It suffices to prove that j(x) belongs to _L(Sr). As X is a 
topological lattice, _L(Y) is upwards directed. The filter of sections of L(x) 
converges to j(St) as X is a Dini space. As _L(x) is closed, we have 
-VT E L cm. I 
Let us compare the present definition with the definition of [ 161. 
PROPOSITION 28. (a) If X is an order-complete Dini space, then 
supBe 19 inf B <_I(.%) or supBE,J inf B = +co. 
(b) If X is order-complete and X, has a nonvoid interior, then 
j(. ‘8) < sup8 E d inf B. 
ProoJ: (a) ‘For B E ,B set mR = inf B; let m = SUP~~,~ m,. The result is 
obvious if m = --co. Suppose m E X. For any neighborhood U of m there 
exists B E .B with m, E U as X is a Daniel1 space. Hence B c U + X, and 
m belongs to _L(.%), so that m <j(9). 
(b) If m = -co, then m, = -co for each B E 9, hence_L(B’) = 0 and 
I(.$) = -co. If m = +a-~, the result is obvious. Suppose m E X and 
x E _L(.d). Then for any e E int X, there exists B E 9 with 
Bcx+(X+-e) 
so that m, > x - e. Thus m > x. 1 
Now we consider the interest of supposing 59 is compact for comparing 
L(.d) with the set C of cluster points of 9’. 
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PROPOSITION 29. For any point c in the set C oj’cluster points of s+? and 
any x E A(g) one has x < c, so that if X is order complete _l(2?) < inf C. If 
.5? is compact, then L(.@) = n,,, (c -X+), so that, if X is order complete, 
_I(,-!#) = inf C. The same result holds true if 5Y is inf-compact in the following 
sense: for any filter ,&finer than 3, the filter base d = {A -X+ / A E .d } 
is compact. 
ProoJ (a) Suppose c does not belong to x+X+. Then there exists a 
symmetric neighborhood of zero V in X with 
(c+ Vf V)n(x+X+)=0 
as X, is closed. Thus 
(c+ v)n(X+ V+X+)=0. 
As x E_L(.8), there is some B E ,S with B cx + V+ X, ; but then 
(c + I’) n B = 0 and c is not a cluster point of 3’. 
(b) Suppose .B is compact. We have to show that if x E X satisfies 
x < c for each c E C, then x E &(.9). If this is not the case, we can find an 
open neighborhood V of x such that each B E .9 has nonvoid intersection 
with X\( V + X, ). The family of these intersections is a subfilter base &’ of 
.8, hence has a cluster point c in the closed set X\( V + X,). In particular, 
c~x+X+; as c is an element of C, we get a contradiction. We get the last 
assertion by observing that any cluster point c of ,d - belongs to 
X\(V+X+) as A- cX\(V+X+) for each A- EC&. 1 
As a convergent filter base is compact, we get 
COROLLARY 30 (H. Bouslous). Zf .S is compact and _L(,Y) has a 
supremum _1(.,#), then _L(. 68) =_I(. !8) - X + . In particular, ifJ8 converges to a 
limit b, then &(, 8) = b - X, . 
This follows from the fact that j(2’) <c for each c E C, hence 
_I(.$) E _L(.%). A converse holds in the wide class of normal 0.t.v.s. 
PROPOSITION 3 1. Let X be a normal 0.t.v.s. and let 3 be a filter base in 
X. If b E _L(. ?8) n L(.59), then .B converges to b. 
Proof By definition, 0 has a basis of neighborhoods P such that 
v= (V+X+)f-l (V-X,) 
for each V E 7 ‘. For such a V in 7 there exists B, E 59 and B, E 9 with 
B,cb+V+X+, B,cb+V-X,, hence BE.2 with BcB,nB, 
satisfies B c b + I’, so that .5? converges to 6. m 
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H. Generalized Subd@erential Calculus 
In this section we wish to sketch a way of defining a subdifferential for a 
mapping f: X + Y, where X is a topological vector space (t.v.s.) and Y is an 
ordered t.v.s. (0.t.v.s.). This can be done for f differentiable or f convex ([22, 
32, 341); it has been generalized in [ 161 to arbitrary mappings f:X-t Y= 
Y U (-00, fco }. We introduce here a different approach. 
DEFINITION 32. Let aEX with f(a) E Y. Let qxt, x) = 
t - ’ [f(a + tx) -f(a)] for (t, x) E (0, +a~) x X. Then gf(a) is the set of 
u E L(X, Y) such that for each x E X we have u(x) E L(I,,,,(O+,,,(q,(t, v)). 
Here the limit inferior is taken on 
(t, u) E DXa) = {(t, u) E (0, +co) X X If(a + tu) E Y} 
and L(X, Y) denotes the set of continuous linear mappings from X 
into Y. When _df(a,x) =j~r,uJ,co+,xJ(q,(t, u)) exists and belongs to 
&~,,,S,+co+,,,(q,(tr v)) for each x E X we can write 
Using Corollary 30, we see immediately that if f is Hadamard differen- 
tiable at a, then af(a) = {f’(a)}. It is also easy to see that iffis convex, then 
3f(a) is exactly the set of u E L(X, Y) such thatfh u - u(a) +f(a). 
Let us relate the subdifferential of f at a and the tangent cone at 
g := (a,f(a)) to the epigraph 
G+(f)= CGY)EXX YI~>f(x)l 
ofJ: For this purpose we need 
DEFINITION 33. A mapping J X -+ U, finite at a E X, is tangentially 
compact at a if the closure of DAu) = {(t, x) E (0, +co) x X If(u + tx) E Y} 
contains (O}xX and if q,: Dxu) + Y given by sJ-0, x) = 
r-l [f(a + tx) -f(u)] . IS a compact mapping at (0, x) for each x E X. 
When Y is finite-dimensional this definition amounts to saying that f is 
directionally Lipschitzian at a in any direction, i.e., any x E X\{O} has a 
neighborhood V such that for some E > 0 and k > 0 we have 
ilf(a + tu) -f(a)11 < kt for t E [0, E], u E V. 
PROPOSITION 34. For each u E 3f(a) and each (x, y) E T,G+ (f) the 
inequality u(x) < y holds. Iff is tangentially compact at a and ifu E L(X, Y) 
satisfies u(x) < y for each (x, y) E T,G’(f ), then u E 3f (a). 
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Proof (a) Let u E gf(a) and let (x,4’) E TpGt (f). There is a net 
(tj, xi, yi) converging to (0 + , x,.v) with (a,f(a)) + t;(Xi, Ui) E G’(f) Or 
ti ’ [ f(U + tixi) -f(a> 1 <-Vi. 
Then 
(b) Conversely, suppose u E L(X, Y) satisfies u(x) <y for each 
(x, y) E T, G + (j) and f is tangentially compact at u. Using Proposition 29, it 
suffices to prove that for each x E X and each cluster point y of qkt, u) as 
(t, u) + (0,) x) in D,(a) we have u(x) < y. But then (x,y) is a tangent vector 
at g to the graph off, hence to its epigraph, so that u(x) < y occurs. 1 
Remark. It is known [ 161 that for Y = R the equivalence 
uESf(a>-v(x,~)E T,G+(f) U(X><Y 
holds true for any function f linite at a; moreover, u E g?(a) can be 
expressed by “(~4, -1) belongs to the normal cone to G+(f) at g.” 
I. PeridSfferentials and Strict SubdSfSerential Calculus 
In this section we point out a way of generalizing the peridifferential 
calculus of [4, 12, 23, 241 in a similar way to that of [29, 301. The use of 
compact relations helps in avoiding some technicalities of [29, 301. 
Definition 35 is given in the spirit of [S], see also [25]. 
DEFINITION 35. Given a topology r9 on a t.v.s. (X, s), a point a in the z- 
closure 2 of a subset A of X, the e-peritangent cone (or e-strict tangent cone) 
of A at a is the set PZA of x E X such that for each net (ti, Ui)ie, in 
(0, +a~) x A with limit (0, a) there exist a (strict) subnet (tj, uj)jEJ and a net 
(xj) with e-limit x such that uj + tjxj E A for each j E J. 
In view of the remark following Definition 1, in this definition the subnet 
ttj3 aj)jeJ can be taken either in the strict sense or not. 
In all the sequel we suppose that B is compatible with the addition and 
that (tj) --) 0,) (xj) +‘x ensure (tjxj) --)T 0, a property which is satisfied if 
B = r or e = 6,) the discrete topology of X. 
PROPOSITION 36. We have that P,” A is a convex cone. 
ProoJ: It is obviously a cone, so we have to show that x + y E PZA if 
x,y E PZA. Let (ti, ai)i,l be a net of (0, +co) x A with limit (0, a). Let 
(tj, uj, xj)jEJ be a net such that (x~)~,, e-converges to x, (tj, aj)j,J is a strict 
subnet of (ti, u~)~,,, and bj = aj -IY tjXj E A for each j E J. AS (bj)je, O- 
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converges to a, we can find a net (tk, b,, yk)ksK such that (yk) o-converges to 
Y, Gk 7 Uk.K is a strict subnet of (tj, bj)jeJ, and b, + t, y, E A for each 
k E K. Then (tk, u,JksK is a strict subnet of (ti, ~2,)~~~ and uk + t,(x, + y,J = 
b, + t, y, E A for each k E K. i 
Let (X, r) be a t.v.s., let (Y, v) be an order complete o.t.v.s., and let 8 be 
another topology on X; by abuse of notation we denote by 8 the topology 
Bxv on Xx Y. IfJX-+ Y is a mapping and aEX, xEX we denote by 
D”f(a, x) the set of cluster points of q,(‘, a’, x’) = t-‘[f(u’ + tx’) -f(u’)] 
as (1, a’, x’) converges to (0 + , a, x) in rn X r X 8. We call f &strictly tungen- 
tially compact at u if for each x E X the mapping G,(*, a, x) is compact at 
(0, a). 
We set fe(u, x) = sup D’f(u, x) and f’(u, x) = inf{ y ( (x,y) E PfG’(f)} 
with g = @J(u)). Thenfe(u, .) is a sublinear mapping by Proposition 36. 
We call f O-directionally Lipschitziun at a if for each net (ti, ui)iP, with 
limit (0, a) in (0, +co) X (X, t) and each net (Xi)ip~ with B-limit 0 we have 
lim t;‘[f(ui + tixi) -S(ui)] = 0. 
If 8 is the discrete topology on X, any mapping is &directionally 
Lipschitzian; if 8 = r and X and Y are normable, f is &directionally 
Lipschitzian if f is locally Lipschitzian. 
LEMMA 37. If f is continuous and e-directionally Lipschitziun at a, for 
any (x, y) E Pg” G+ (f) and any z E D”f (a, x) one has y > z. 
ProoJ Let (ti, a,., vi)is, be a net in (0, +co) x XX X with limit (0, a, x) 
for 7,, x r x 0 such that z = lim t; i [ f (ai + tiui) -f (ai)]. Then (bi) = (f(ai)) 
converges to b =f(u), SO that there exists a strict subnet (tj, uj, bj)j,, of 
(ti, ai, bi)ie, and a net (xi, Yj)js, with 8 >( v-limit (x, y) such that 
(aj, bj) + tj(Xj,Yj> E G’(f > or 
Yj 2 t~‘l If (“j + fjxj) -f t”j)l* 
As lim t,: ’ ] f (uj + tjuj) -f (uj + fixi)] = 0, since f is e-directionally 
Lipschitzian, we get y > L by passing to the limit. m 
PROPOSITION 38. If f is strictly tangentially compact at a, then for each 
x E X one has (x,f’(a, x)) E Pp” G + (f) vf’(u, x) is finite. 
Proof. Let (I,, ui, bi)ie, be a net in (0, +co) X G+(J) with limit 
(0, g) = (0, a, b). Then there exists a subnet (Yj)i,=, of (Yi) = 
(tF*If (ai + fix) -f (ad11 w ic h h converges to a point y in D”f (a, x). In fact, 
we can find J and a mapping S: J-t I such that (yj) = (Yso))jcJ is a strict 
subnet of (yi)ie,* 
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We set aj = asti,, bj =f (ai), tj = tSti,, and we observe that 
f(aj + tjx) =f(aj) + tj Yj < bj + tj(Yj +.?‘(a~ X> -J’), 
so that (aj, bj) + tj(x,fs(a, x) + yj -y) belongs to G’(f) for each j E .I. 
Thus, whatever 0 is, we get (x,f’(a, x)) E Pf G’(f). 
COROLLARY 39. If f is continuous, B-strictly tangentially compact at a, 
and @directionally Lipschitzian at a, then for each x E X we have 
?‘(a, x) =f ‘(a, x) or supD’f(a,x)=inf{yI(x,y)EPfG’(f)}. 
For computing rules of the 8-peridifferential (or o-strict subdifferential) 
6ef(a)= {uEL(X, Y>/V(x,4’)EP~Gt(f),u(x)~y} 
off at a we refer the reader to [ 29, 301. A treatment along the preceding 
lines can be easily adapted to the results of these papers. 
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